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This paper will examine some of the problems of measurement and evaluation

we encountered in our research on student-led discussion procedures. In a few

cases it offers some suggestions for solutions to these problems, but its primary

purpose is to point out what we have found to be the main difficulties so that

others beginning research in this area may approach the problems with more

awareness of them than we had.

Criterion examinations

A genet al problem in the evaluation of teaching methods is the choice of a

criterion or measure of success. In educational research this usually includes

some form of comprehensive final examination.

Two questions arise here: (1) Does the criterion examination faithfully

measure the objectives of the new teaching method?

(2) If the criterion measures do have a well-founded relationship to the

objectives of the new procedure, are they then biased in favor of the new method?

Let me take up the second question first.

It is rare that two different teaching procedures have exactly the same

objectives. The problem is then how to develop an examination that is equally

fair to the two (or more) different teaching procedures. My opinion is that

this is an extremely difficult, if not impossible, task to accomplish.
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Good research procedure requires that we employ a control group, differing

from the experimental group in no way except that it does not receive the experi-

mental treatment. But are the experimental and control groups taught by methods

that have precisely the same objectives? If not, why compare one with tile other?

Perhaps we should concentrate on parametric rather than comparative studies. In

a comparative study we evaluate one method in comparison to another alternative

method. Thus our measure of effectiveness is relative and the outcome is

entirely dependent upon the choice of the alternative method. Furthermore, in

a new area of research we may be jeopardizing our venture by jumping into

comparative studies prematurely. When a new method of teaching is being compared

to the conventional method the new procedure may be at a disadvantage in two

ways. First, the new method may not be developed to its full potential and,

second, the teacher using the new procedure is likely to be inexperienced in

its use.

On the other hand, in a parametric study we would explore the functional rela-

tionships and interactions of various aspects of the experimental variable. By

doing this we could discover the most favorable combination of these variables that

lead to the best results. To date we have made no systematic inquiry into the

relative gains from variations in: the role of the teacher, student leadership,

length and frequency of discussions, the sequencing of discussions, variations

in feedback meetings, type and author of guide questions, etc.

Now let us turn to the first question: Does the criterion examination

faithfully reflect the objectives of the new teaching method?

In our case the "new" method was the substitution of small discussion groups

comprised of 4-6 students for the usual lecture or professor-led discussion. We

felt the smaller student-led discussions would increase the motivation and

responsibility of the student for his own learning, force active rather than

passive participation, and require the organization and verbalization of learned
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material. This, in turn, would lead to increased comprehension of the course

materials, a shift of emphasis from memory and recall to understanding, the

development of critical and analytical thinking, and an increased ability to

apply learned methods and principles to problem solving situations. These,

then, were the general objectives of the method.

These objectives are related to certain processes we intended to develop in

the student by the discussion method which we hoped would be somewhat independent

of course content.

Our problem was to construct examinations that would measure these objec-

tives. We decided to use Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, (Bloom,

1956) as the basis for classifying test items on the criterion examinations.

This was a big problem, mainly because we did not know what prior exper-

iences the student brought with him to the exam.

The developers of the Taxonomy decided that the basis for their classifi-

cation of educational objectives would be the student behavior which a test item

is intended to elicit. In reaching this decision they chose to disregard the

student behavior which an item actually evokes. In doing this, they acknowledged

that the behavior which an item actually evokes and that which it is intended

to evoke may be different due to prior experiences of the examinees.

In our own research we attempted to classify the test items on the final

examinations according to the Taxonomy. We hoped to show that the discussion

procedure would result in better performance at the higher levels of the

Taxonomy, i.e., from comprehension through evaluation. Conversely we felt

that the lecture method would be at least as good as, if not better than, the dis-

cussion method for relaying information.

Unfortunately, there was not enough time to construct new examinations

following the Taxonomy and so, in most cases, the examinations were revised

forms of final examinations given in prior years. After these examinations were
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administered, the project staff attempted to classify the test items according

to the Taxonomy. It became immediately apparent that this was not an easy job,

mainly because we were unable to ascertain what prior experiences the students

brought with them to the examinations.

Rather than give up the attempt to classify items we decided to rate the

items at the lowest level at which they could be answered by a student. If, for

example, an item was written with intent to elicit comprehension by the student

but could be answered by merely repeating what he had heard in class (i.e., mere

recall), then the item would be classified as knowledge, the lowest level in the

Taxonomy.

By following this procedure, we found that most examination items fell into

the knowledge category, with a few items classified as comprehension and appli-

cation. It was not surprising, then, that we found few significant differences

between groups using the discussion technique and those taught by conventional

methods.

The significant differences we did find were in the course in psychological

statistics, where it was easier to write items demanding comprehension and

application on the part of the student.

This leads us to another, and perhaps more significant problem. The student

discussion techniques were designed to develop critical, analytic thinking, but

we still test the student mainly on his knowledge of the content of the course.

In other words, we are attempting to develop certain processes, in the student

such as comprehension, application, analysis and synthesis, but our tests were

ineffectual in measuring these behaviors, and concentrated primarily on the

course content.

Is it possible, or even desirable, however, to measure a cognitive process

independent of content? Kropp and Stoker (1966) conducted a three year research

project on the construction and validation of Taxonomy type tests, and one of
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their hypotheses dealt with the transcendance of cognitive processes over content.

They investigated this hypothesis by factor analysis and found the majority of

factors extracted to be mixtures of both process and content.

Their conclusion waa that they hypothesis was neither proved nor disproved

by their data.

I would like to make some other observations before we leave the problem of

the criterion examination. These are not directly related to problems of

measurement but are relevant to student behavior.

The first observation, which I'm sure we're not the first to make but we

think bears repeating, is that students study for what they're tested on. We can

list many objectives in our course syllabus but the students soon learn what they

are tested for and study for the tests, not for the stated course objectives.

In our research we have learned that to the extent the student discussions

become an exercise (i.e., not related to course grades) the students treat them

as an exercise. In our experience, it is not unusual to ask students to do one

thing (e.g., comprehension, understanding, application, evaluation, etc.) and then

test them on another (recall). Thus, we frequently have a situation where the

course objectives and course examinations are working at cross purposes.

Rating Forms

From past experience with student-led discussions we felt that there were

changes taking place in the students that we were unable to measure by examina-

tions. We attempted to check on these findings by developing various rating

forms and questionnaires to assess the students' opinions regarding various

aspects of the discussion method and their own use of the method. Neil Webb

(Webb, 1966) has already summarized the results of the End of Course Questionnaire.

In figure 1 we have the results of one administration of the Instructional

Method Rating Form, a form which was used to compare student response to different
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methods of instruction. This example compares the same students' ratings of a

lecture and student discussion on the same material, in this case the binomial

theorem. You will note that for each item the discussion method had a higher

median rating than did the lecture. (Of course, these results may be interpreted

to mean that it was a poor lecture rather than a good discussion.)

Characterizing classroom procedure

Before I finish I would like to take up one more topic and that is the

problem of characterizing classroom procedure. Our research contrasted the

discussion method with the instructor's "usual approach" or "conventional method."

Obviously the terms "usual approach" and "conventional method" are so vague as

to be almost meaningless. We wanted to classify each teacher's usual approach

iL an operational and, if possible, quantitative way.

We began by tape recording the instructor's classes and listening to samples

of these. We then set up a classificatory scheme modified somewhat from Flanders

and Amidon (Flanders, 1965; Amidon, 1966). The resulting categories are shown

in Table 3. The two main categories are teacher talk and student talk; these

are then further subdivided according to the nature of the communication.

We listened to random samples of two entire classes for each instructor and

recorded the frequency and amount of time for each category. The amount of time

spent in each category was then converted into percentages and put in tabular

form. An example of the analysis of one class is shown in Table 1. Here the

comparison is between a lecture and an instructor-led discussion in psychological

statistics. As might be expected there are shifts in the amount of time spent

in each category. In the lecture, teacher talk accounted for 95% of the time,

but dropped to 65% during the instructor-led discussion. Student talk increased

from 5% during the lecture to 35% during the discussion.

You will note that this is not a process type of recording, but merely a

summary breakdown of the amount of time spent in various activities. We felt
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this was sufficient for our purposes as a means for characterizing classroom

procedures.

We have made this type of analysis for professor lectures, professor-led

discussion and student-led discussions and are now in the process of comparing

them. Obviously this is a rather crude method of analysis, but we feel it is

still better than using terms such as the instructor's "usual approach" or

"conventional procedure."

These, then, were some of the problems of measurement and evaluation we

encountered in our research. I am sure there are some obvious solutions to

some of these problems that we have overlooked and I hope that you will suggest

them to us Suring the discussion period.
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TABLE 1

Characterization of classroom procedure: lecture vs. instructor-led discussion.

Cate o

Lecture Instructor-led Discussion

A. TEACHER TALK 61

1. Giving
Directions

3
2. Lecturing 29

a. factual 9
b. integrative 20
c. evaluative 0

3. Asking
Questions 23

a. factual 19
b. integrative 4
c. evaluative 0

3l00n 6.1 5 52"

37' 3" 75.8 36 15140"
16'12" 5 34"
20'51" 30 14146"

1 20"

% of time

4' 9"
2' 2"
2' 7"

4. Answering
Questions 6

a. factual 1
b. integrative 4
c. evaluative 1

2'37" 5.3
7"

2' 2"

28"

34.6

17.2

11

614.8

B. STUDENT TALK

1. Answering
Questions

a. factual
b. integrative
c. evaluative

2' 3"

1,25"
1,16"

9,'

2. Asking
questions

a. factual
b. integrative
c. evaluative

w.

38"
13"
23"
2"

17 2' 1"
6 37"

11 1124"
0

30.7

4.4

35.1



Instructional Method Rating Form

Course Title Instructor

Group Letter Date

To the student: In this rating form you are asked to make

evaluative judgments about today's class. The primary

interest in asking you to do this is in order to compare

different methods of instruction, rather than characteris-

tics of the teacher.

Each item is rated on a scale which extends from the worst

possible condition on the left to the best possible condi-

tion on the right. In answer to each item proposed about
today's meeting, PUT A CIRCLE around the number that corres-

ponds with your estimate.

1. How much has today's class stimulated our interest in the course?

0 1

No st a ion

4 5 8 9 10

About average nspired a strong
desire to learn more

2. How much did today's class stimulate in you a sense of independence and

responsibility in your own group and learning?

0 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10

Not at all Moderately so To a great degree

3. How much knowledge or information did you gain in today's class?

0 1

Nothing I didn't
already know

5 6

A moderate amount

7 9 10

A great deal
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4. Ivr.r own preparation for today's class was

0 1

Not prepare
at all

41 5 6

Goo enough
to get by

10

ery well
prepared

5. Haw would you rate your own active attention and involvement during

today's class?

0 1

Not invo ved:
inattentive

2 3 5 6

Occassional lapses
of attention

8 9 10

uite attentive
and involved

6. How free did you feel in today's class to ask questions, disagree or

express your own ideas?

0 1 2

Not free at all:
inhibited

3 14 5 6 7
1 _1 I 1 i

Fairly free

8 9 10
i

I I

Completely free
and spontaneous

7. How much has today's class pointed out gaps and inadequacies in your

comprehension of material?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Not at all Somewhat 'Quite a bit

8. To what extent did today's class encourage critical thinking in the

solution of problems?

2 3 4 5 6

Not at all To some extent

7 8 9 10

Very much
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9. The overall value of today's class for me as a learning experience was

0

Not va uable
at all

1 3 14 5 6

About average

Please use this space to comment nn any aspect of today's
class or to make suggestions for improvement.

10

emely
valuable


